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July 8, 2021 – multifaceted Franco-Russian 
artist Sasha Goes Music unveils his new 
single entitled Draped In A Dragon, 
released via all platforms.

Born April 26, 1986, in Briansk, Russia, 
Sasha has since lived in Germany and has 
now settled in France.
The singer-songwriter-electropoet is a 
fervent admirer of French romantic pop 
blended with danceable electro-pop from 
the east. His song Draped In A Dragon is 
in the vein of the 80s with synthpop and 
synthesizers.

Sasha welcomed his fans into the creative process of his art, 
allowing hundreds of them to explore the behind the scenes of the 
recording session of Draped In A Dragon:

Draped In A Dragon - the recording session

Sasha Goes Music teamed up with Corentin Kerdraon, who composed his 
song and quickly grasped the essence of Sasha adding groovy tones 
to the artist’s single. 

“A modern and at the same time retro atmosphere, almost flirting with 
disco music.”

Natalia Garcia, ROCKNBOLD

“It’s lively, danceable, vibrant and has catchy vocals. It’s reminiscent 
of songs from artists such as The Human League, New Order and Soft Cell”

Bananas Music Branding

“Mélange surprenant, inhabituel mais extrêmement agréable !”
(A surprising mixture, unusual but extremely pleasant!)

Galaxy

“A very well written piece of music. Very memorable as well.”
Common Sense

mailto:c.dentini@mias.fr
https://sashagoesmusic.com/music/
https://youtu.be/gsnIQpn1DO0
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Draped In A Dragon will seduce you with its lively and light rhythm. 
This no-frills pop tastes like a fruity dessert, with no added 
sugars. 
We immediately fell in love with Sasha when we first discovered him. 
We felt that his music, at the same time touching, joyful and naive, 
deserved to be heard by a wider audience.
The desire to support him in the production and distribution of this 
first song was so strong that we decided to venture into a field 
that historically is not ours: music production. 
We secured seasoned composer Corentin Kerdraon; the duo left the 
studio with Draped In A Dragon, a very catchy gem. 
After a recording session at the legendary Parisian studio CBE in 
February 2021, the song and the music video are now available on all 
streaming platforms and social networks.

Listen to the song: https://sashagoesmusic.com/music/
Watch the video: https://sashagoesmusic.com/watch-clips-and-videos/

https://facebook.com/sashagoesmusic
https://instagram.com/sashagoesmusic
https://twitter.com/sachasychev
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